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Above is the one of the most interesting, historical cover ups in United States, historical 
relic symbolism. Above is the super imposed, United States Thomsonʼs drawing for the 
final seal design.

When this researcher, sayʼs cover up? This should be for the read to interpret what I am 
saying! The birds head is facing a sword that represents war, as does the head facing 
the bundle of arrows as history states. Except, someone used and ink pen to erase the 
sword. Were they inked in some sort of branch of peace or war design idea!

When did someone ink over the sword? Were they or Thomson really making a last 
second change? We may never know if that was done many years after the American 
Revolution unless the ink is tested, which can be done! We may never know if 
Thomason inked it out, except. We can now see one of the theory reasons why it was 
inked out. Adding that it can now be proven that Charles Thomson, actually did not draw 
this proposed image by his own hand. Over the last few years of research, I neglected 
to look close at the sword that was inked. Again, this is my paying attention to detail is 
so important. Having super imposed the proposed seal image from the most recent hi-
definition photo of the Proposed final design of the Great Seal. There is no mistake is 
what was inked over, Robert Scot and James Trenchard have both their larger 
prominent makers marks. Scot, have more than one in the inked section. Here I circled 
his best “ST” makers mark and we see James Trenchards “JT” thats his or his son in-
laws mark, the letter for a cross. My opinion would be the J-T cross is Tranchards son in 
law, Thackeraʼs mark that is consistantly seen in documented works.

The JT and the JT crossed, being James Trenchards and son in-law, James Thackara, 
both famous engravers. Their marks are their and could be question, except other 
examples can be compared from the other great seals and Washingtonʼs and his 
nephews personal seals, including the make known works by these me(prints 
surviving), along with the handful of US Great Seals surviving. 

There is nothing to question that Robert Scotʼs mark, represents that he was the main 
artist that drew this final seal proposed image that survives. Where as this evidence and 
from what I have said in the past. These proposed seals images drawn, where done in 
the fashion or method that only a trained engraver, knew how to leave such marks.

Under a black light, with a very large magnifying glass. Even a person with glasses will 
be able to see that clear, clean, “S” that is precisely drawn and unmistakable for 
anything other than a makers mark letter “S”! 

This is one of the most significant finds with all the proposed Seal designs surviving. 
Sure the others have illusion art with doves drawn in hidden, a flaming Phoenix bird. 
There is a great number of letters and symbols in this final design that are hard to see 
by the un-trained eye. There are caricatures through out this final design. The focus is 
that Thomson, did not draw this final design and it was Robert Scot who was the main 
artist who did this surviving, final design.
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One very distinctive and identical style that the engravers of the great seals did on 
original seals. Proving, that they drew this proposal image and not Thomson or Barton 
is what an artist can not fake. The identical image in design to the original cut, great 
seals, is bird wing bone structure. The same person who cut the wings on the Dorset 
Seal, the two National Archives Seals and the missing, photographed State Department 
Great Seal, did draw the wings. My personal belief if that James Trenchard did the 
wings. Based on his original surviving great seal engravings and the St Pauls(NYC) 
Church, Great Seal painting. Scot is documented doing the William and Mary Collage 
Phoenix and its wings are different  in design. Same with the 2nd Great Seal, its 
whispery style at an attempt to do those wings in my opinion? Would have been by 
Pierre Du Simitere, its his style, but rushed out the door wing work. 

One must understand that Scot, Trenchard and Pierre are the three lead Great Seal and 
governments Seal makers, combined. Except Scot, was the most important person in 
this seal making mix, he being a direct representative of the Royal bloodlines on a 
jacobite mission of new government with direct association of foreign intervention with 
banking and all aspects associated to engraving in America. Each of the three 
engravers, their students worked on each others works, allowing many art pieces to be 
accomplished. 

Also I want to say that there are other marks of Scot and letters JT existing in the 
image, a few! Scot, had a seniority over the engravers and a masonic seniority over 
even Franklins. Today, I believe that the hooded man in a cloak(Story), who gave 
Jefferson the 1st US Great Seal. Would if the story is true, be no one other than Robert 
Scot, whoʼs direct families practiced and preserved ancient rituals in the founding of 
Masonry in the UK. Jefferson is documented in association to have worked with 
Jefferson on the William and Mary Collage Seal, also the Top Hat Club membership 
seals, along with Bishop Madison. Scot is fully documented making Jeffersons famous 
peace medals. Jefferson did have he own personal, US Presidential Great Seal that is 
missing! The next page shows you one of the prominent Robert Scot makers marks, on 
his documented Jefferson Peace medals that he was commissioned to make. Notice on 
next page, the birds broad wing bone style, the side the head is facing. 
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